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	Calculus Volume 3 by OpenStax, 9781506698052 (1506698050), XanEdu Publishing Inc, 2016

	This is the most affordable printed OpenStax book available. As an OpenStax Partner we print all OpenStax textbooks with a unique soft cover and B&W interior pages. The textbook s content is exactly the same as the OpenStax book (Digital ISBN-13: 978-1-947172-16-6 and Hardcover Print ISBN-13: 978-1-938168-07-9). This textbook is available for free download at the OpenStax website, but as many students prefer the convenience of a printed book, we offer this book in partnership with OpenStax to provide an affordable option for students. Note: this OpenStax textbook is printed in two volumes, delivered shrinkwrap bound, for the convenience of students carrying the volumes on campus. Summary Calculus is designed for the typical two- or three-semester general calculus course, incorporating innovative features to enhance student learning. The book guides students through the core concepts of calculus and helps them understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world around them. Due to the comprehensive nature of the material, we are offering the book in three volumes for flexibility and efficiency. Volume 3 covers parametric equations and polar coordinates, vectors, functions of several variables, multiple integration, and second-order differential equations.
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Ionic in Action: Hybrid Mobile Apps with Ionic and AngularJSManning Publications, 2015

	Summary


	Ionic in Action teaches web developers how to build cross-platform...


		

Digital Compositing for Film and Video, Third EditionFocal Press, 2010

	This practical, hands-on guide addresses the problems and difficult choices that professional compositors face on a daily basis. You are presented with tips, techniques, and solutions for dealing with badly shot elements, color artifacts, mismatched lighting and other commonly faced compositing obstacles. Practical, in-depth lessons are...


		

Visions Of Mind: Architectures For Cognition And AffectInformation Science Publishing, 2005
"What is mind?" "Can we build synthetic or artificial minds?" Think these questions are only reserved for Science Fiction? Well, not anymore. This collection presents a diverse overview of where the development of artificial minds is as the twenty first century begins. Examined from nearly all viewpoints, Visions of Mind...




	

Ubuntu Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for Ubuntu and Debian Power UsersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This updated bestseller from Linux guru Chris Negus is packed with an array of new and revised material


	As a longstanding bestseller, Ubuntu Linux Toolbox has taught you how to get the most out Ubuntu, the world's most popular Linux distribution. With this anticipated new edition, Christopher Negus returns with a...


		

Asterisk: The Future of TelephonyO'Reilly, 2007

	This bestselling book is now the standard guide to building phone systems with Asterisk, the open source IP PBX that has traditional telephony providers running scared! Revised for the 1.4 release of the software, the new edition of Asterisk: The Future of Telephony reveals how you can save money on equipment and support, and finally...


		

Clojure ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Clojure is a practical, general-purpose language that offers expressivity rivaling other dynamic languages like Ruby and Python, while seamlessly taking advantage of Java libraries, services, and all of the resources of the JVM ecosystem. This book helps you learn the fundamentals of Clojure with examples relating it to the languages...
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